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I build dynamic, user-centric websites and applications with a
focus on accessibility, best practices, SEO, and performance. My
approach takes into account the intricacies of digital
experiences.

Experience

WordPress Developer · 51 Blocks Feb 2021 — July 2021

I was tasked to develop reusable templates using Elementor for static pages.
I was also responsible for executing the daily edits according to the QA, mostly
pre-launch.

As a junior software engineering intern, I learn from experienced colleagues and
assist in coding for application development and enhancement.
Responsible for updating and maintaining existing components to ensure
smooth operation within the team.

Aug 2023 — Feb 2024Junior Software Eng. · HireTalk.ai

Developed websites and applications at Central One, utilizing React and Next.js
for cutting-edge experiences.
Delved into WordPress theme and plugin development to accommodate
clients seeking WordPress-based solutions.

Sept 2023 — PresentWeb Developer · Central One Bataan PH

Soma v1.0 · MERN + API

Prompt Master · Next.js 13

Mastered dynamic Next.js 13, seamlessly integrating Google OAuth2 for user
authentication.
Showcased skills in efficient routing, serverless functions, and a robust CRUD
system with tag-based search and user profile views in my debut project.

Built with React for the frontend, Node.js for the backend, and MongoDB for
data storage.
A dynamic anime website with features like user registration, customizable
themes, automated fullscreen mode, seamless episode transitions, and a user-
friendly Profile Page for managing watched and bookmarked anime.

CMS Website · Next.js 14 + Node.js

Soma v2.0 · Next.js 14 + API

Implemented a modern web application stack with Next.js and TypeScript for
frontend development, utilizing Next.js 14 features for improved performance
and SEO.
Developed an in-house analytics dashboard to track user behavior and
content relevance, ensuring data privacy and security.
Employed Node.js Express and MongoDB for the backend, enabling scalability
and efficient data storage with Mongoose integration.

Implemented a modern web application stack with Next.js and TypeScript for
frontend development, utilizing Next.js 14 features for improved performance
and SEO.
Developed an in-house analytics dashboard to track user behavior and
content relevance, ensuring data privacy and security.
Employed Node.js Express and MongoDB for the backend, enabling scalability
and efficient data storage with Mongoose integration.

Projects Other Projects

Utilized React for frontend, Node.js
for backend, and MongoDB for
data storage, integrating Edamam
API for additional data.

Built frontend with React, powered
backend using Node.js and
MongoDB for data storage.
Enabled real-time updates with
socket.io integration.

Food Blog · MERN + API

Chat App · MERN + SOCKET.IO

Reading manga, watching anime,
watching latest tech trends on yt,
build personal projects, clean code
base, proper file management.

Interests

Education

Diploma in Electronics Engineering
Technology Major in Computer
Maintenace & Repair

Certificate of Completion on the 
12-week Fullstack Developer Course

Mindanao State University -
Iligan Institute of Technology

KodeGo Bootcamp

Skills

Programming Languages

Libraries & Frameworks

Tools & Platforms

JavsScript, Typescript, HTML, 
CSS, PHP, Google Script, Python

React, Nextjs,  Nodejs, Express
Tailwind, Swiperjs, Laravel,
Bootstrap

Git, GitHub, Netlify, Vercel, 
WordPress, MongoDB, MySQL,
Cloudinary, Grafbase, Upstash
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